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children’s 
writing
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•Building physical skills

•Learning to Write with 
Sounds

•Building Sentences and 
Narratives

Building the Skills



•Building physical skills

Building the Skills



Motor Skills

Gross motor skills

Fine motor skills

Sweeping, hammering, 
climbing and swinging on 
play equipment
Good posture when sitting 
at a table or on the floor

Cutting, weaving, lacing, 
pegging, using a knife and 
fork, and using a range of 
mark making tools
Handwriting should 
become automatic, efficient 
and fluent over time

Core strength, 
shoulders elbows, 
wrists

Wrists, hands 
and fingers



Developing fine motor skills

Begin to form recognisable letters 
including copying letters of their name

Form recognisable letters most of 
which are correctly formed

Hold pencils near point using first 
two fingers and thumb with good 
control

Show a preference for a 
dominant hand

Handle tools objects, 
construction and malleable 
materials with control

Use one-handed tools and 
equipment

Draw lines and circles using 
gross motor movements

Use the school handwriting guides and 
homework to practise regularly (daily is best)

Encourage good writing habits of posture, sitting at a table to 
write and using the correct grip. Continue to strengthen fingers 
using peg and tweezer play, lacing and threading

Encourage your child to write name labels for 
toys, write their own names in cards and letters

Give opportunities to trace then draw shapes  and 
patterns, including spirals, Use pencil mazes

Give lots of opportunity to mark-make such as  
colouring, drawing and role play writing

Use pegs, move from Duplo to small Lego, move 
from playdough to plasticine. Give opportunities 
to weave, thread or lace.  Use cutlery

Provide paint rollers (paint outside walls with water). 
Provide child scissors and opportunities to cut 

Provide large ‘canvases’ such as a patio, large 
pieces of paper and tools such as large chalks

Your child can… How you can help

Begin to use anticlockwise movement 
and retrace vertical lines



Letter formation

Letter families

We use cursive writing at 
Fitzmaurice



Learning to Write with 
Sounds

Building the Skills

The importance of phonics 
lessons and homework 
books in creating writers



Learning to Write with 
sounds

•Segmenting to spell

•Phoneme fingers



Spelling must be 
independent

• Encourage and support your 
child with scaffolding – eg what 
sound can you hear? Can you 
use your phoneme fingers?

• Do not give them spellings 
unless they have had their own 
go first  - praise their attempt!

• Copy writing does not help them 
learn to spell!



Building Sentences and 
Texts

Building the Skills



What does the progression of 
early writing look like?

Pre-literate mark 
making

Mark making for 
meaning



What does the progression of 
early writing look like?

Directional and 
symbolic mark 
making

Emergent writing –
using recognisable 
sounds



What does the progression of 
early writing look like?

Emergent writing –
initial medial and 
final sounds in 
words. Lists and 
labels are the 
perfect context to 
practise this stage 
in.



What does the progression of 
early writing look like?

Sentence writing –
can be easily read 
with simple words 
and finger spaces

Text writing – more 
than one sentence. 
More complex 
words – more than 
one syllable – with 
digraphs.



• Ideally, the physical skills to write

• The skills to spell words phonetically

• To be able to compose your sentence orally 
before you begin and remember it – you 
need to know what you want to write!

• To re-read what you have written as you 
go so you don’t lose track of where you 
are in your sentence

• To use finger spaces between words

• To use capital letters and full stops, and 
later other punctuation such as exclamation 
or question marks

A Skills Recipe for writing 
sentences



Different Kinds of Texts
• Lists and labels– shopping lists, 
Christmas present lists and labels

•Letters and cards – to Santa, to 
family

• Instructions – fridge message boards 
“Buy more yoghurt”

• Responses to Stories or Information 
texts – Keep a reading diary draw and 
write about the books they have read, 
write captions for their pictures

•Recounts – Holiday diaries

•Story writing – role play and memorise 
your story first



Developing young writers

Write in sentences

Begin to write more than one 
word Use finger spaces

Use their phonic knowledge  in 
their writing by beginning to 
spell words

Use random letters in their 
“writing”

Make marks that have meaning 
(for them) “I’m writing”

Make marks to represent 
something 

Encourage them to compose their sentence and practise it 
orally before starting to write. Encourage him/her to use 
capital letters and punctuation

Encourage them to re-read their writing as they write it. 
Encourage them to write phrases or short sentences. 
Rehearse before you write

Encourage your child to segment words into sounds when 
writing – can they write all the sounds in the word. Get 
your child to write labels and lists 

Notice and praise when s/he uses appropriate letters. 
Begin to talk about where those sounds are in a word-
and see if they can hear any other sounds in that word

Praise. Continue to practise letters and sounds at home. 
Notice the letters that they have used and talk about 
the sounds they make

Help your child to recognise and write their name.  Give 
them opportunities to write eg shopping list, a message

Look at signs and symbols and talk about what they mean. 
Distinguish between pictures & writing

Your child can… How you can help

Use relevant letters



What are we 
aiming for?

The Early Learning Goal 2021

Children use their phonic knowledge to write words 
in ways which match their spoken sounds. 

They also write some irregular common words. 

They write simple sentences that can be read by 
themselves and others. 

Some words are spelt correctly and others are 
phonetically plausible.

What does that 
look like?





Top Tips
It’s their special 

writing

(“Can you read it to me?”)

Boost confidence and 
self-belief

Trying, not copying

Write for meaningProvide opportunities

Rehearse orally first 
– words and 
sentences

Good readers write and good writers 
read


